Documents regarding Dallas Crown horse slaughter plant in Kaufman, Texas.
(The Cave documents were recently found on 04/06/2012)
The Cave documents are a timeline and journal entries from the time soon after Dallas Crown
was allowed to reopen in 1986. The journal describes police advising that "several thousand
gallons of blood had run," "blood running down the road," an attempt to cover up blood with a
bulldozer & sand, and that everything from the plant flows down to the creek to Ft. Worth's
water supply.
The short, 7 month long timeline documents a variety of problems including a horse's leg by the
side of the road, a dead horse left out for almost 24 hours, green flies and disturbing sounds and
odors.
The 1991 newspaper account notes Dallas Crown's "improper practices" regarding waste
disposal and the denial of the plant's request to put in a septic system (!)
By 2005 newspaper reporting described Dallas Crown as a 'supplier' while describing violations
as "claims" by the City, citing a total of 7 violations when Dallas Crown had amassed several
hundred violations.

Cave notes transcription
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July 24 - Odors like from a dead animal
July 25, 26, 28 odors for breakfast
July 30 - terrible odor Like from dead animal.
Sept. 12 - Have been getting green flies in house
Some in house today 9-12-86
Sept. 17 - 86 Smells and have big green flies
Sept. 21 - Sunday. On way to and from church
saw horse's leg by side of road.
5:40 p.m. back to church. Leg still there but
gone when returned home at 7:30
Oct. 30 - Really smells -
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Feb. 27, 1990
This letter to you is in regard to Dallas Crown Corporation. (Where horses are slaughtered)
Immediately after I saw the ground covered with blood and running down the road, I called our Mayor
Dr. Milton Davis who works at Presbyterian Hospital of Kaufman. He said he would report it to the local
authorities. He did and the police came to my house and said several thousand gallons of blood had run.
I also called Dr. Coiner USDA in Austin. He told me that he had several phone calls from different people
in Kaufman about different things. Some complained of finding bones in their yard. (Once we found a
grocery sack full of raw bones in our yard which is fenced in.) He said he doubted dogs could get bones
because there isn't a fence around the yard. I asked him if he would check it out and stop by my house
and look at my pictures. He told me he would send someone to check it out but did not care to see my
pictures.
The next day they spent all day putting sand on the blood covering it up. They had it all smoothed and
looked real pretty as if
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nothing had happened. The following night they must have had another blood spill, for they worked way

in the night with back hoes. When daylight came they had it dug up again all over the place. Also, it
looked like lime had been sprinkled on the ground. I believe with all the digging (which took them all
day) they have done with the back hoe that they have it fixed now where no one can tell when it runs
again. Anything that falls on the ground from the packing house has to go down hill to the Kings Creek
where Ft. Worth gets their drinking water. When the wind comes from the direction of the packing
house we can smell the awful odors and we cannot eat outside because of the flies. There is occasionally
several piles of manure several feet high outside the horse pens and we can smell the odor from them
too.
Also, sometimes after midnight trucks and trailers loaded with horses pass by our house and wake us
and ruins our nights of sleep and rest. The city put up signs saying NO THRU TRUCKS, but some come by
anyway. The signs are small and the city does not enforce the law. Some of the vehicles are eighteen
wheelers. The enclosed pictures were taken soon after the plant opened.

